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Why is the Relax Sauna more effective than other saunas ?
The RELAX SAUNA RADIATORS GENERATE 100% PURE FAR INFRARED LIGHT
see FDA website: http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfPMN/pmn.cfm?ID=20176

40 semi-conductor chips filter out all non-healing non-far infrared light
ceramic semi-conductor chip
A computer program is
embedded in this chip,
which filters out all of
the non-healing, nonsbsorbable light rays.
The Relax Far Infrared Heater System utilizes the only clinically
tested Heater and has received an FDA 510K # : K05337. You are
thus guaranteed to receive only Far Infrared Light Rays, as
documentd by the FDA (Only 4.4 to 14.4 microns of light rays are
emitted by the Relax Sauna radiators, with no light energy emitted
that your body does not absorb (i.e. near infrared, ultraviolet,
microwaves, etc.). Because Relax employs a computer
programmed semi-conductor chip (see above left) that filters out
all of the NON-Far Infrared Light, you can RELAX and simply absorb
the Far Infrared Light without having to resist any of the nonabsorbable, non-healing light rays. This is like listening to enjoyable
music with no static, no other music playing, and no-one talking in
the background. You can relax and totally absorb the healing light.
This way you can totally absorb the healing Far Infrared Rays
without having to consciously or unconsciously resist all other
light energies which your body cannot absorb. We believe that
our Relax Sauna Radiators generate the most beneficial far infrared
LIGHT available, since no other sauna that we know of has this
technology, which we have a patent for.

The alternative FIR energy is
a non-filtered cloth over a
metalic grid. We call this a
3rd level of FIR technology.
Other portable Saunas use a metal
grid that looks like a labyrinth, which
is coated with laminated plastic.
Electricity heats up the grid. A cloth
impregnated with carbon is placed
on top of this laminated grid, and
eventually it gets hot, and generates
a light composed of far infrared light
and other wave lengths that are not
far infrared. Because the light is
NOT totally far infrared, it does NOT
have the intensity or the purity of the
Relax Sauna. These saunas are
limited in their results. They work,
but not as quickly and not as
effectively.
Many individuals have told us that
they can do a full sweat in 15-22
minutes in the RELAX sauna, which
was about half the time it took them
in their previously owned saunas.

The Relax Sauna uses 1500
watts of energy

The Reflecting Tent Surface Reflects light into your
body over and over and over

1500 watts of energy is 1 1/2 times
the energy of other Saunas using
only 1000 watts of energy, and
thus is more intense than other
portable saunas. The Relax Sauna
generates a strong far infrared
light that is absorbed into the
body. It penetrates the body 1-2”,
and has a moving effect on the
water molecules in the body, as
shown in our 24-page booklet on
the benefits of the Relax Far
Infrared Saunas. A chain reaction
then occurs in the body, creating
many health benefits to the body
(Including increasing circulation,
and pumping the lymphatic
system). The RELAX Sauna
provides enough strength of far
infrared light to have an excellent
healing effect on the body.

Silver is embedded into the cloth that makes up the fabric of the
Relax Sauna Tent. As the light is generated by the far infrared
radiators at that base of the tent, the light hits the back of the tent,
and then is reflected back to the front of the tent, and at 186,000
miles per hour (the speed of light), it quickly goes through your
body over and over and over again, penetrating your body, and being
absorbed by your body from every nook and cranny of the tent, as
you are almost immediately immersed in a “Far Infrared Ray Light
Box.” You start feeling the warmth of the absorbed light within 30
seconds to 1 minute. Other saunas take from 5 minutes to 20
minutes to feel toasty. (Wooden saunas generally take 20 minutes.)

The Relax Sauna comes with a very comfortable insulated chair, and the tent folds easily.

